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Accurate Induction Machines Efficiency Mapping
Computed by Standard Test Parameters
Ornella Stiscia, Student Member, IEEE, Sandro Rubino, Member, IEEE, Silvio Vaschetto, Senior Member, IEEE,
Andrea Cavagnino, Fellow, IEEE, and Alberto Tenconi, Senior Member, IEEE
Equation Chapter 1 Section 1
Abstract— The extensive electrification process that is taking
hold in several applications makes increasingly necessary the
virtualization of electric components for energetic and
performance assessments during the system design stage. For this
purpose, this paper proposes a straightforward methodology for
computing the efficiency maps of induction machines operated in
wide torque-speed ranges. The modeling approach is based on the
induction machine equivalent circuit defined in the rotor dq
coordinates. The procedure allows computing a set of efficiency
maps at different machine temperatures and supply voltage levels,
both for motor and generator operation modes. The equivalent
circuit parameters at different frequencies and voltages are
determined by means of the well-known no-load and locked-rotor
tests, thus including in the modelling the machine nonlinearities,
skin effect and the iron losses. The proposed methodology has been
validated on a 10 kW, 4-pole induction machine. The comparison
between computed and experimental efficiency maps for different
operating conditions, confirm the validity of the proposed
methodology.
Index Terms—efficiency maps, induction machines, standard
test procedures, testing, transport electrification, virtualization.

I

I. INTRODUCTION

N the energy transition pathway towards more efficient and
carbon-free solutions, the electrification of a wide range of
applications represents a sustainable way to achieve these goals
[1]. Such a paradigm shift involves a substantial redesign of
several already engineered systems, and their accurate energetic
assessment is of primary importance [2]–[4]. From an
engineering standpoint, components virtualization is a
sustainable approach to perform comprehensive simulations of
complex systems, also considering variable load profiles [5].
This allows markedly reducing the need for expensive and timeconsuming testing activities.
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Focusing on electrical machines, different virtualization
alternatives can be considered depending on the required
outputs and modeling constraints, such as simulation time and
accuracy [6]. For energetic evaluations, models based on
machine losses and efficiency usually represent the most
convenient solution [7]–[10]. Moreover, different complexity
levels can be considered for the energetic model depending on
the machine load profile. For instance, a constant efficiency
value can conveniently represent the energetic behavior of
components operated at fixed working point. On the other hand,
for variable operations in wide torque-speed ranges an approach
based on efficiency maps is usually adopted [10], [11]. The
solutions proposed in literature for computing efficiency maps
of electric machines often rely on finite element analyses (FEA)
[7], [11]-[20]. Although FEA simulations allow predicting
efficiency values avoiding measurements on the real
component, thus saving cost for expensive test rigs, details on
the machine design data and materials characteristics must be
known for the model setup [21]. The literature reports only few
contributions that focus on the efficiency mapping of induction
machines (IMs) through FEA simulations, and manufacturers
usually provide efficiency information only for few working
points. Rarely, they provide efficiency maps that refer to a
specific machine temperature and a defined supply voltage.
Although this level of information may be sufficient for
machines operated at a fixed working point, it may not be
accurate enough when different working conditions in wide
torque-speed ranges are considered. Indeed, in these cases, the
supply voltage and the machine temperature can assume very
different values depending on the required torque and speed.
If in one hand the efficiency map problem is substantially
solved for synchronous PM and IPM machines, on the other
hand it still has not been completely addressed for IMs through
straightforward approaches. Therefore, this paper aims at
computing accurate efficiency maps of IMs operated in wide
torque-speed ranges, proposing an effective solution to avoid
demanding FEA analyses and expensive experimental mapping
procedures. In detail, the proposed approach is based on the IM
equivalent circuit which parameters can be easily obtained by
the conventional no-load and locked-rotor tests executed at the
different voltages and frequencies of interest [22], [23]. The set
of measured machine parameters allow modeling the effects of
the magnetic saturation, skin effect and iron losses for all the
working points in the torque-speed plane. Therefore, multiple
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efficiency maps are obtained solving the equivalent circuit in
steady-state conditions, considering the temperature impacts on
the stator and rotor resistances.
The developed efficiency mapping procedure also considers
the supply voltage and current limits on the maximum torqueper-speed profiles achievable by the machine under analysis.
The proposed methodology has been originally presented in
[24] and preliminarily validated on an industrial totally
enclosed fan-cooled IM supplied by a sinusoidal power source.
This paper brings in added value by reporting the step-by-step
procedure for performing the efficiency mapping and reports
the experimental validation for a 10 kW, 4-pole IM machine
supplied by a PWM power converter. The paper also discusses
the laboratory setup and data post-elaborations used for the
comparison between the efficiency maps measured on the
inverter-fed IM and those computed by the proposed mapping
approach.
II. MACHINE MODELING
The proposed efficiency mapping procedure uses the
electromagnetic model of the IM defined in the rotating dq
reference frame, where the d-axis is assumed coincident with
the position of the rotor flux linkage vector [25]. The steadystate equivalent circuit of the IM using the dq components is
shown in Fig. 1, and the related voltage equations are listed in
(1).
Vs , d  R s I s , d  Es , d
,

Vs , q  R s I s , q  Es , q

 Es , d  s   s , q

 Es , q  s   s , d

(1)

The parameter Rs is the stator resistance, RFe is the equivalent
resistance for the iron losses, while the dq components of
voltage, back-emf, current, and flux linkage stator vectors are
denoted with (Vs,d, Vs,q), (Es,d, Es,q), (Is,d, Is,q), and (Λs,d, Λs,q),
respectively. The synchronous speed is denoted with ωs.
The magnetic model, that consists of the current-to-flux
relationships, is computed as in (2), where Ls is the total stator
inductance and σ is the overall leakage factor [26].

s,d  Ls  Ieq,d

s,q   Ls  Ieq,q

(2)

The dq components of flux– and torque–producing currents
(Ieq,d, Ieq,q) differ from the stator absorbed dq currents by the
corresponding iron losses current components (IFe,d, IFe,q).
The rotor current components (Ir,d, Ir,q) and the flux linkage
Λr in steady-state conditions can be computed as in (3), where
Lm and Lr are the magnetizing and the total rotor inductance,
respectively [25], [26].

I r ,d  0
, r  Lm  Ieq,d

I r ,q    Lm Lr   Ieq,q

(3)

The electromagnetic torque Tem is calculated by (4), where p
is the pole pairs number.
Tem 
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IM steady-state equivalent circuit in the rotating dq reference frame.

Finally, the rotational speed ωm is computed according to the
slip speed ωsl using (5), where Rr is the rotor resistance.
m 

1
  s  sl 
p

,

sl 

Rr I eq , q

Lr I eq , d

(5)

Although the IM electromagnetic model in (1)–(5) presents
simple equations in steady-state conditions, the following
nonlinearities need to be considered for accurately computing
the IM efficiency maps:
1) the stator resistance Rs depends on the average
temperature of the stator winding θs, as well as on the
frequency of the stator currents fs, due to the skin effect;
2) the magnetizing inductance Lm is affected by magnetic
saturation, whose extent depends on the amplitude of the
magnetizing current Im as:



Lm  f  I m  , I m  I eq ,d 2  I eq ,q  I r ,q



2

(6)

3) the iron losses depend on the frequency of the stator
currents fs and the flux density values in the stator
lamination or, in other words, by the stator backelectromotive force (back-emf);
4) the rotor resistance Rr depends on the average temperature
of the rotor cage θr, as well as on the slip frequency fsl
because of the significant impact of skin effect in bar
conductors in squirrel caged rotors [27];
5) the IM mechanical torque Tm differs from the
electromagnetic one (4) by the torque Tfv necessary to
sustain the friction and ventilation losses:

Tm  Tem  T fv

(7)

Along with the above-mentioned nonlinearities, potential
saturation effects of the total inductances should also be
considered because of their impact on the IM inductances, as
expressed in (8).

Ls  Lm  Lls , Lr  Lm  Llr

(8)

In (8) Lls and Llr are the stator and rotor leakage inductances,
respectively. These parameters are assumed not saturable and
not influenced by the skin effect phenomena.
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TABLE I
MACHINE NAMEPLATE DATA
Pole pairs
Rated power
Rated speed
Rated torque
Rated voltage
Rated current

2
10 kW
3000 rpm
16 Nm
400 Vrms
10 Arms
TABLE II
MEASURED PARAMETERS

Stator resistance Rs,0 (0 = 25°C)
Locked-rotor inductance Lcc
Stator leakage inductance Lls
Rotor leakage inductance Llr

Fig. 2.

634 mΩ
7.63 mH
3.815 mH
3.815 mH

Rotor resistance as a function of the slip frequency.

With respect to the rotor leakage inductance, the saturation
of the rotor bridges, if any, can be present and modelled as
described in [28]. However, this effect can play a role only for
very low load conditions where the rotor currents are small, and
the bridges are not saturated. In these conditions, the
computation of the IM efficiency is worthless as this tends to
very low values regardless of the mechanical speed.
III. MEASUREMENT OF THE MODEL PARAMETERS
To perform an accurate efficiency mapping of the machine,
it is necessary to know the IM parameters and their dependency
on the previously reported nonlinearities. In this study, the IM
parameters have been measured by executing the no-load and
locked-rotor tests prescribed by well-established standards for
sinusoidal supply [22], [23]. The tests have been conducted on
the machine specified in Table I, using a programmable
sinusoidal power supply source. With the need to identify a set
of parameters accounting for the machine nonlinearities, it is
straightforward to execute the above tests at different supply
voltage and frequency values.
The stator resistance has been measured using the wellknown volt-amperometric method, averaging three line-to-line
values. The test temperature θ0 must be recorded and considered
as reference temperature for the measured resistance, allowing
the correct computation of the Joule losses at different operating
temperatures. The value of stator phase resistance Rs,0 measured
on the tested IM is reported in Table II, together with the
leakage inductances measured with the locked-rotor tests.

Fig. 3.

Mechanical losses of the tested IM.

Fig. 4.

Conventional iron losses map of the tested IM.

A. Locked-rotor test
The locked-rotor test is performed by imposing the machine
rated current at different supply frequencies.
In order to determine the rotor resistance as a function of the
slip frequency (to account for the skin effect on the rotor bar),
the locked-rotor tests have been performed limiting the supply
frequency in the range 5-40 Hz. The maximum test frequency
has been limited to 40 Hz according to the operative values of
the tested IM; in fact, for the case study the maximum slip
frequency of the pull-out torque is never higher than 15 Hz. In
this way, the skin effect on the stator resistance is practically
always negligible and the rotor resistance can be estimated by
the difference of the locked-rotor resistance and Rs,0 reported at
the test temperature. The measured rotor resistance as a
function of the slip frequency is reported in Fig. 2. By
extrapolating at null frequency, the trend shown in this figure,
the dc value of the rotor resistance is obtained.
The total leakage inductance Lcc has been measured at
different supply frequencies in the range 40 – 200 Hz averaging
the results.
The steady-state torque-speed rated characteristic (evaluated
using the Rs,0, Rr, Lcc parameters) shows that IM under test is a
NEMA Class A machine. Therefore, according to the
regulatory standard [22], the ratio between stator and rotor
leakage inductances is equal to one. Consequently, (9) can be
used. Table II reports the measured values of overall-, stator-,
and rotor- leakage inductance for the tested IM.
NEMA Class A  Lls Llr  1  Lls  Llr  Lcc 2 (9)
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Fig. 5.

4

Total stator inductance and magnetizing inductance of the tested IM.

B. No-load test
The no-load tests performed at different supply voltages and
frequency values allow identifying the following quantities.
1) The friction and ventilation losses, usually referred to as
mechanical losses, as a function of the rotational speed –
shown in Fig. 3. According to the regulatory standard
[22], the profile of no-load losses minus the I2R expressed
as a function of the supply voltage is considered. Thus, the
mechanical losses Pfv are computed by extrapolating the
intercept of this profile for a supply voltage equal to zero.
Finally, the ratio between the mechanical losses Pfv and
the mechanical speed ωm, that is practically equal to the
synchronous one, provides the value of the torque loss Tfv.
2) The iron losses PFe: these losses are the sum of the iron
losses in the laminations, the rotor Joule losses induced by
the harmonic contents of the air gap magnetomotive force
(mmf) waveform and the skin effect contribution in the
stator winding. It is worth mentioning that for traction
motors equipped with hairpin windings, this contribution
cannot a priori be neglected. In other words, the iron losses
are the no-load losses minus the I2R and the mechanical
losses. The measured loss map for the tested IM is shown
in Fig. 4 as a function of the supply frequency fs and the
back-emf Es.
3) The total stator inductance Ls as a function of the
magnetizing current Im. Figure 5 shows the measured
profiles of stator inductance and related magnetizing
inductance Lm using (8) for the tested IM, both evaluated
considering the 20 Hz no-load test results.
At this frequency, the mechanical losses and the skin effects
are negligible, and the magnetizing current can be considered
equal to the no-load current. In addition, there are no supply
voltage limitations, and the test can be executed up to
magnetizing currents comparable with the machine rated
current.
IV. INPUTS OF EFFICIENCY MAPPING PROCEDURE
The proposed efficiency mapping procedure requires the
following input data and preliminary computations in order to
estimate the IM efficiency map in the operative torque-speed
range.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6.

Stator flux linkage dq maps of the tested IM.

Fig. 7.

Electromagnetic torque map of the tested IM.

A. Input data
1) Amplitude limit of the phase currents Imax: it usually
consists of the minimum value between the overload
motor current and the current limit of the inverter.
2) Limit of the phase voltage Vmax: this value is the maximum
amplitude of the fundamental voltage component
provided by the PWM inverter. For the case study, a space
vector modulation has been considered. Thus, (10) can be
used, where vdc is the input dc voltage of the inverter [26].
(10)
Vmax  vdc 3
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3) The stator and rotor operating temperatures θs, θr: the
stator temperature is chosen according to the thermal
limits of the machine or directly by the temperature load
tests if available. In absence of further specific
information, it is advisable to assume the rotor
temperature equal to the stator one.
4) The machine parameters extracted by elaborating the noload and locked-rotor tests, including the friction and
windage loss trend – see Section III.
5) Flux and torque maps of the tested IM – these maps
correlate the flux- and torque- producing (dq) currents
(Ieq,d,Ieq,q) with the steady-state values of (dq) stator flux
linkages (Λs,d,Λs,q) and electromagnetic torque Tem.
B. Computation of flux and torque maps
Flux- and torque- maps of the tested IM are computed from
the results of the no-load and locked-rotor tests using the
procedure reported in the following.
1) Determination of the magnetizing current Im: it can be
expressed in terms of the flux- and torque- producing
currents (Ieq,d, Ieq,q), as shown in (11).


Lm 
I m  Ieq,d 2  I eq,q 2  1 

 Lm  Llr 

Torque/Speed
point selection

Tfv(ωm)

1
Electromagnetic torque
computation

Tem(Ieq,d , Ieq,q) 2

Λs,d(Ieq,d , Ieq,q)

Rr(fsl)

Equivalent currents
computation

3

Λs,q(Ieq,d , Ieq,q)

Stator flux linkages
computation

4

Lm(Im)

5

6
Rotor variables
computation

θr

2

(11)

RFe(fs, Es) 7

Iron losses and currents
computation

Since the magnetizing inductance Lm is higher than the
rotor leakage one Llr, regardless of the saturation condition
it is reasonable to assume that I m  I eq , d .
2) Definition of the (Ieq,d, Ieq,q) grid: a regular and coarse
mesh grid of flux- and torque-producing dq currents is
defined in (12), where Im,max is the maximum value of
magnetizing current used in the no-load tests.

0  Ieq,d  Im,max
Imax  Ieq,q  Imax

5

(12)

3) Computation of the flux-maps on the selected (Ieq,d, Ieq,q)
grid: the dq stator flux linkages in steady-state conditions
(Λs,d, Λs,q) are computed using (2) for each point of the
mesh grid. An example of the computed flux maps for the
tested IM are shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b).
4) Computation of the torque map on the selected (Ieq,d, Ieq,q)
grid: when the above stator flux maps are known, it is
straightforward to compute the electromagnetic torque
(4). Figure 7 shows the obtained map for the considered
IM. It is noted that the torque map includes both motor and
generator operations due to the assumed symmetrical
limits for the q-axis current.
V. EFFICIENCY MAPPING PROCEDURE
The efficiency map is defined on the torque-speed domain.
For this reason, a dense Δωm and ΔTm discretization is assumed
to generate a regular mesh grid. The speed limit of the grid is
selected equal to the maximum operative speed of the machine,
while the absolute torque limit corresponds to that of the torque
map previously computed in the plane (Ieq,d, Ieq,q). Therefore,
the efficiency map is obtained computing the efficiency in all

NO

θs

8

10

Stator variables
computation

9

Is<Imax
&
Vs<Vmax
SI

Select Maximum
Efficiency Point

END
Fig. 8. Flow diagram of the efficiency computation for a defined (Tm, ωm)
combination.

the torque-speed points of the grid, even if some points can
overcome the maximum torque per speed (MTPS) profile [29].
However, the proposed efficiency mapping procedure
automatically rules out these points applying the voltage and
current limits. The flowchart in Fig. 8 shows the step-by-step
algorithm to compute the efficiency in any point of the defined
torque-speed grid. In the figure, the numbering refers to the
steps hereafter briefly described.
Step 1: electromagnetic torque
The electromagnetic torque Tem is computed summing the
considered shaft torque Tm and the friction and ventilation
torque Tfv evaluated at the considered speed – Fig. 3.
Step 2: torque-producing equivalent currents
The electromagnetic torque computed at the Step 1 reflects
in an isocontour on the surface shown in Fig. 7. This means that
there are infinite (Ieq,d, Ieq,q) combinations that generate the
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imposed torque [30], [31]. The isocontour is discretized in nc
points and the corresponding (Ieq,d, Ieq,q) values are stored in two
nc-dimensional vectors denoted as 𝐼 , and 𝐼 , (superscript
‘vct’ stands for vector variables). The number nc is variable with
the electromagnetic torque value and with the discretization
assumed for the torque.
Step 3: stator flux linkages
For each combination of the equivalent dq currents, the dq
stator flux linkages are extracted by interpolating the flux maps
shown in Fig. 6, obtaining the two nc-dimensional stator flux
linkage vectors Λ , and Λ , .
Step 4 & Step 5: computation of the machine inductances and
rotor current and flux
For each combination of the equivalent dq currents, it is
possible to estimate the magnetizing inductance (under the
assumption I m  I eq , d ) obtaining the nc-dimensional vector of
magnetizing inductance 𝐿 . Finally, the vectors of total stator
and rotor inductances (𝐿 and 𝐿 ) are computed using (8).
Using (3), the nc-dimensional vectors of q-axis rotor current
𝐼 , and rotor flux linkage Λ are computed.
Step 6: slip speed, rotor resistance and rotor Joule losses
The slip speed ωsl is computed by (5), thus noting how the
rotor resistance Rr is required. However, the rotor resistance
itself depends on the slip frequency fsl, according to the
experimental profile obtained from the locked-rotor tests – see
Fig. 2. Then, the following implicit equation system is solved:
vct
 vct
Rrvct I eq , q
vct
 vct
sl  2  f sl  vct
Lr I eq , d
(13)

 vct
vct
vct
r
 Rr  Rr ,0 f sl  K 
stands for the experimental dependency of
where 𝑅 , ω
the rotor resistance to the slip frequency shown in Fig. 2. In
contrast, the coefficient 𝐾 considers the variation of the rotor
resistance to the operating rotor temperature θr as
K r   k r   r   k r   0  , where kr is equal to 234.5 °C and





225 °C for the copper and aluminum, respectively. Finally, the
nc-dimensional vector of rotor Joule losses 𝑃 , is computed as:
vct
vct
vct
Pjvct
,r   3 2   Rr .  I r ,q .  I r ,q

(14)

Step 7: computation of iron losses and iron currents
From the slip speed ω , the corresponding vector of
synchronous speed ω is computed by (5). At the same time,
the nc-dimensional vector of the stator frequency 𝑓 is easily
ω ⁄2π. Therefore, the dq components
obtained as 𝑓
(𝐸 , , 𝐸 , ) and amplitude 𝐸 of the machine’s back-emf are
computed by (1).
The iron losses, including the stator skin effect, are evaluated
from the stator frequency and amplitude of the machine’s backemf by interpolating Fig. 4. Therefore, the nc-dimensional
vector of iron losses 𝑃 is obtained, while the corresponding
current components (𝐼 , , 𝐼 , ) are computed using the IM
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 9. View of the IM under test (left), torque transducer (center), and
driving machine (right).

Step 8: stator currents, voltages and Joule losses
According to the IM equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1, the
nc-dimensional vectors of dq stator currents (𝐼 , , 𝐼 , ) are
computed, as well as the dq stator voltages (𝑉 , , 𝑉 , ). For this
calculation, it is important referring the stator resistance Rs to
the considered operative temperature of the stator winding.
Finally, the nc-dimensional vector of the stator Joule losses 𝑃 ,
can be computed.
Step 9 & Step 10: application of the voltage and current limits
and selection of the maximum efficiency point
At these steps, the amplitude of the stator phase voltages 𝑉
and stator phase currents 𝐼 can be easily computed knowing
their (dq) components. Therefore, all the elements of the ncdimensional vectors computed in the previous steps that do not
respect the Imax and/or Vmax limits are ruled out. Obviously, for
the grid points that overcome the MTPS profile, and therefore
cannot be physically operated, the algorithm skip the
computation of the efficiency moving to consider the next
torque-speed combination, as shown in Fig. 8.
At the end, the nc-dimensional vector of the efficiencies that
respect the imposed limits is obtained. In this vector, it is
possible to determine the cell index for the maximum efficiency
for the assumed (Tm,m) point using (15). This index, denoted
with superscript ‘opt’, allows the extraction of the variable of
interest in the maximum efficiency condition.


vct
vct
X opt  min  Pjvct
(15)
, r Vsvct Vmax  PFe Vsvct Vmax  Pj , s Vsvct Vmax 


I svct  I max
I svct  I max
I svct  I max 

In detail, the combination (𝐼 , , 𝐼 , ) leading to maximizing
the efficiency is stored as reference (dq) currents to be imposed
in the tested IM for the experimental validation that will be
presented in Section VI.
Repeating the discussed algorithm for the whole torquespeed region, the proposed procedure can map not only the
efficiency, but all the electromagnetic variables, thus
representing a solution for accurately virtualize IMs operated in
wide torque-speed ranges.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The proposed efficiency mapping procedure has been
validated comparing the computed and the measured efficiency
maps for the 10 kW, 4-pole IM presented in [32]. For the
purposes of this research activity, the stator windings of the
considered IM prototype have been connected in three-phase
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configurations. Both positive and negative torque values have
been considered in the measurement procedure to validate the
proposed efficiency mapping approach both for motor and
generator operation modes.
A. Test rig
The machine under test has been mounted on a test rig and
connected to a driving machine that acts as a speed-controlled
prime mover, as shown in Fig. 9.
The IM under test has been supplied with a three-phase
inverter with IGBT power modules rated 50A and 1200V, fed
by a bidirectional programmable dc source. The switching
frequency has been set at 8 kHz, with a software-implemented
dead-time of 3 μs. The digital controller consists of the fastprototyping board dSPACE MicroLabBox with the sampling
frequency set at 8 kHz, single-edge PWM.
B. Efficiency maps measurement
The torque, speed and position have been measured using
the transducer HBM T40B, mounted along with the
mechanical coupling between the IM under test and the
driving machine (see Fig. 9).
Concerning the electric measurements, the IM’s phase
currents have been measured using the high-performance
current transducers LEM IT 200-S Ultrastab. The line-to-line
PWM voltages have been measured using the HBM GN610B,
consisting of a voltage card equipped with high-voltage/highspeed acquisition channels (1000 V, 18 bit, 2 MS/s).
Both mechanical and electrical quantities have been sampled
and stored with a sampling frequency of 2 MS/s using the data
recorder HBM GEN2tB [33]. In this way, using the data
elaboration software integrated with the instrument, the timefundamental electric power of the IM has been computed.
In summary, the experimental efficiency maps have been
computed considering several fundamental electric periods for
each test point. In this time window, the average values of
mechanical power and fundamental electric power have been
calculated, allowing the evaluation of the IM’s efficiency
considering its fundamental behaviour, i.e., the same one
calculated by the proposed efficiency mapping procedure.
C. Test conditions
The experimental efficiency maps have been obtained
controlling the IM with a user-implemented field-oriented
control scheme that estimates the position of the d-axis with a
calibrated flux observer. For each measurement point in the
torque-speed plane, the implemented current vector control
imposes the dq current components predicted by the previously
presented efficiency mapping algorithm.
All efficiency maps have been evaluated at the same
operating temperature in which the no-load and locked-rotor
tests have been performed, (i.e., θ0 = 25° C). The IM under test
is equipped with only one temperature sensor (thermistor NTC)
placed on the stator winding. Also, even loading the IM at the
rated torque and waiting for the steady-state thermal conditions,
the temperature of the rotor.
To guarantee that the tested IM practically operated in
steady-state thermal conditions over the whole efficiency
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mapping procedure (i.e. θ0 = 25° C), an adequate pause time has
waited between one test point and the next. In detail, for the
case study, it has been experimentally verified that 3 s on and
60 s off was sufficient to keep reasonably constant the stator
winding temperature.
D. Measured and computed efficiency maps comparison
Figure 10 and Fig. 11 report the computed and the measured
efficiency maps obtained for the dc-link voltages of 400 V and
600 V, respectively. The current limit for the mapping
procedure has been set equal to the maximum machine overload
current, that is equal to 25 Apk for the tested IM. All the maps
have been evaluated for several working points, with a
resolution step of 2 Nm in torque and 400 rpm in speed. In
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 the considered working points are indicated
by white dots, while the efficiencies below the abovementioned resolution steps have not been represented.
Comparing the color shade maps in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 11(a)
for the computed efficiency with the corresponding measured
maps shown in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 11(b), respectively, it is well
evident that the proposed mapping approach provides
acceptable results for the complete torque-speed range. Also,
comparing the results for the different dc voltage levels, both
the computed and the experimental maps well match the base
speed value that define extension of the flux-weakening region.
To better highlight the accuracy of the proposed efficiency
mapping procedure, Fig. 10(c) and Fig. 11(c) show the
percentage error maps between computed and measured
efficiencies for the two dc-link voltages. The obtained
percentage error is almost always below 2% in the explored
torque-speed ranges. Higher errors have been observed for: i)
working points close to the MTPS profile: 3 – 4 %, and ii) for
low speed–high torque working points in generator mode: 5 - 6
%. Regarding the test points near to the MTPS profile, it is
highlighted that they represent the most critical ones for the
motor control algorithm. Indeed, in these operating points, the
performance of the motor control algorithm in estimating the daxis position strictly depends on that in reconstructing the
machine’s back-emf accurately [34], i.e., assessing the inverter
nonlinearities and the resistive voltage drops with high
accuracy. Therefore, in test points near the MTPS profile, the
motor control algorithm has not precisely imposed the reference
(dq) stator currents, justifying the error between computed
efficiencies and measured ones. In any case, it is highlighted
that the error in the test points near the MTPS profile only
sometimes exceeds than 2 %, but it never overcomes 4 %.
Finally, percentage errors larger than 5% have been obtained
for working points at very low speed and high braking torques
in generator mode. In such operating conditions, the IM
efficiency is near zero, hindering its accurate evaluation. It is
noted how the experimental efficiency mapping of IMs is more
challenging than the one performed for synchronous motors.
Indeed, the d-axis position can be directly measured for these
last, avoiding the implementation of dedicated flux observers
whose performance affects the steady-state torque and
efficiency [34].
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 10. Efficiency maps at vdc = 400 V: a) computed, b) measured and
c) related percentage error map computed as 100*(comp – meas)/meas.
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(c)
Fig. 11. Efficiency maps at vdc = 600 V: a) computed, b) measured and
c) related percentage error map computed as 100*(comp – meas)/meas.
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Fig. 12. The stator winding temperatures during the measured efficiency
mapping.

Indeed, orientation errors introduced by the flux observer
lead to imposing actual (dq) stator currents different from the
reference ones, compromising the validation. In the author's
opinion, this drawback is why very few contributions
concerning the experimental efficiency mapping of IMs are
reported in the literature.
Figure 12 demonstrates that the stator winding temperature
measured with the embedded NTC sensor is reasonably
constant during each mapping (i.e., around 3 – 4°C and θ0 =
25° C). The first point of each curve corresponds to that at
minimum speed and torque (i.e., 400 rpm, ± 2 Nm), while the
last test point corresponds to that at maximum speed (6000 rpm)
and maximum torque on the MTPS profile.
VII. REMARKS
As previously reported, the proposed mapping algorithm
computes efficiency maps with the aim to minimize the overall
electrical losses (15). In other words, there is only one specific
combination of (dq) variables (voltages, currents, fluxes) that
leads to maximizing efficiency for the considered torque-speed
point. However, the mapping algorithm can be modified to
compute the efficiency maps to minimize the stator Joule
losses, i.e., considering the machine's maximum torque per
ampere (MTPA) operation for mechanical speeds lower than
the base speed. In practice, focusing on the flowchart of Fig. 8,
the block number 10 should change from ”Select Maximum
Efficiency Point” to “Select Minimum Stator Joule Losses”.
Conversely than (15), if the efficiency maps are computed to
minimize the stator Joule losses, then the optimal element of the
nc-dimensional vectors Xvct is thus selected as:


X opt  min  Pjvct
(16)
, s Vsvct Vmax 


I svct  I max 

In Fig. 13, the efficiency map computed using the
minimization of stator Joule losses at vdc = 400 V is reported.
Qualitatively, it is noted how the optimization strategy that
maximizes the efficiency (see Fig. 10 (a)) leads to better results
as the high efficient region is wider than the one obtained if only
the stator Joule losses (Fig. 13) are minimized.

Fig. 13. Efficiency maps at vdc = 400 V using the minimization of the stator
Joule losses (MTPA).

About the maximum torque per voltage (MTPV) operation
of the machine, this is automatically implemented. Indeed, for
mechanical speeds higher than the base speed, the working
points over the MTPV profile are automatically ruled out.
A further remark about the proposed efficiency mapping
concerns the sinusoidal approach. In this paper, it has been
chosen to focus only on the fundamental machine’s efficiency
since the impact of PWM significantly depends on the
considered inverter, hindering the implementation of analytical
losses models. Indeed, according to [35], the harmonic content
introduced by the PWM modulation depends on the switching
frequency, dc-link voltage level, inverter levels, modulation
technique, amplitude- and frequency- modulation indexes (i.e.,
the amplitude and frequency of the fundamental phase voltages,
respectively). Therefore, even computing the efficiency maps
of the machine considering PWM modulation, this analysis
cannot be generalized and must be performed again if the
inverter or any of the above variables is changed. In addition,
accurate analytic models of both iron and copper losses under
PWM modulation are not reported in the literature, thus still
representing an open research field. For these reasons, in this
paper, it has been preferred to focus on an efficiency mapping
algorithm for IM that considers only the time-fundamental
behaviour, regardless of the inverter supplying the machine
[36].
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a methodology for computing the
efficiency maps of induction machines operated in wide torquespeed ranges. In particular, the approach is based on the IM
equivalent circuit whose parameters can be obtained by no-load
and locked-rotor tests executed at different voltage and
frequency values. Therefore, a set of efficiency maps are
computed for different supply voltages and machine working
temperatures, taking into account machine nonlinearities due to
magnetic saturation, skin-effect, and iron losses.
The experimental validation for different dc-link voltages
and the machine at ambient temperature has been conducted on
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a 10 kW 4-pole IM prototype. The comparison between
computed and measured efficiency maps shows a percentage
error below 2% in most of the investigated torque-speed range,
both for motoring and generator operation modes.
The main advantage of the proposed mapping approach relies
on the possibility of obtaining efficiency maps for the induction
machine, without the need for expensive test rigs or details on
the machine design data. In this way, IMs can be easily
virtualized to perform energetic assessments on the final
application, even if motor prototypes are not still available.
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